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Certain statements relating to Canadian Natural Resources Limited (the "Company") in this document or documents incorporated herein by reference constitute forward-looking statements or information (collectively referred to herein as "forward-looking
statements") within the meaning of applicable securities legislation. Forward-looking statements can be identified by the words "believe", "anticipate", "expect", "plan", "estimate", "target", "continue", "could", "intend", "may", "potential", "predict", "should", "will",
"objective", "project", "forecast", "goal", "guidance", "outlook", "effort", "seeks", "schedule", "proposed", "aspiration" or expressions of a similar nature suggesting future outcome or statements regarding an outlook. Disclosure related to expected future
commodity pricing, forecast or anticipated production volumes, royalties, production expenses, capital expenditures, income tax expenses and other guidance provided throughout the Company’s Management’s Discussion and Analysis ("MD&A") of the
financial condition and results of operations of the Company, constitute forward-looking statements. Disclosure of plans relating to and expected results of existing and future developments, including, without limitation, those in relation to the Company's
assets at Horizon Oil Sands ("Horizon"), the Athabasca Oil Sands Project ("AOSP"), Primrose thermal projects, the Pelican Lake water and polymer flood project, the Kirby Thermal Oil Sands Project, the Jackfish Thermal Oil Sands Project, the timing and
future operations of the North West Redwater bitumen upgrader and refinery, construction by third parties of new, or expansion of existing, pipeline capacity or other means of transportation of bitumen, crude oil, natural gas, natural gas liquids ("NGLs") or
synthetic crude oil ("SCO") that the Company may be reliant upon to transport its products to market, and the development and deployment of technology and technological innovations also constitute forward-looking statements. These forward-looking
statements are based on annual budgets and multi-year forecasts, and are reviewed and revised throughout the year as necessary in the context of targeted financial ratios, project returns, product pricing expectations and balance in project risk and time
horizons. These statements are not guarantees of future performance and are subject to certain risks. The reader should not place undue reliance on these forward-looking statements as there can be no assurances that the plans, initiatives or expectations
upon which they are based will occur.

In addition, statements relating to "reserves" are deemed to be forward-looking statements as they involve the implied assessment based on certain estimates and assumptions that the reserves described can be profitably produced in the future. There are
numerous uncertainties inherent in estimating quantities of proved and proved plus probable crude oil, natural gas and NGLs reserves and in projecting future rates of production and the timing of development expenditures. The total amount or timing of
actual future production may vary significantly from reserves and production estimates.

The forward-looking statements are based on current expectations, estimates and projections about the Company and the industry in which the Company operates, which speak only as of the date such statements were made or as of the date of the report or
document in which they are contained, and are subject to known and unknown risks and uncertainties that could cause the actual results, performance or achievements of the Company to be materially different from any future results, performance or
achievements expressed or implied by such forward-looking statements. Such risks and uncertainties include, among others: general economic and business conditions (including as a result of effects of the novel coronavirus ("COVID-19") pandemic and the
actions of the Organization of the Petroleum Exporting Countries ("OPEC") and non-OPEC countries) which may impact, among other things, demand and supply for and market prices of the Company’s products, and the availability and cost of resources
required by the Company's operations; volatility of and assumptions regarding crude oil and natural gas and NGLs prices, including due to actions of OPEC and non-OPEC countries taken in response to COVID-19 or otherwise; fluctuations in currency and
interest rates; assumptions on which the Company’s current guidance is based; economic conditions in the countries and regions in which the Company conducts business; political uncertainty, including actions of or against terrorists, insurgent groups or
other conflict including conflict between states; industry capacity; ability of the Company to implement its business strategy, including exploration and development activities; impact of competition; the Company’s defense of lawsuits; availability and cost of
seismic, drilling and other equipment; ability of the Company and its subsidiaries to complete capital programs; the Company’s and its subsidiaries’ ability to secure adequate transportation for its products; unexpected disruptions or delays in the mining,
extracting or upgrading of the Company’s bitumen products; potential delays or changes in plans with respect to exploration or development projects or capital expenditures; ability of the Company to attract the necessary labour required to build, maintain,
and operate its thermal and oil sands mining projects; operating hazards and other difficulties inherent in the exploration for and production and sale of crude oil and natural gas and in mining, extracting or upgrading the Company’s bitumen products;
availability and cost of financing; the Company’s and its subsidiaries’ success of exploration and development activities and its ability to replace and expand crude oil and natural gas reserves; timing and success of integrating the business and operations of
acquired companies and assets; production levels; imprecision of reserves estimates and estimates of recoverable quantities of crude oil, natural gas and NGLs not currently classified as proved; actions by governmental authorities (including production
curtailments mandated by the Government of Alberta); government regulations and the expenditures required to comply with them (especially safety and environmental laws and regulations and the impact of climate change initiatives on capital expenditures
and production expenses); asset retirement obligations; the adequacy of the Company’s provision for taxes; and other circumstances affecting revenues and expenses.

The Company’s operations have been, and in the future may be, affected by political developments and by national, federal, provincial, state and local laws and regulations such as restrictions on production, changes in taxes, royalties and other amounts
payable to governments or governmental agencies, price or gathering rate controls and environmental protection regulations. Should one or more of these risks or uncertainties materialize, or should any of the Company’s assumptions prove incorrect, actual
results may vary in material respects from those projected in the forward-looking statements. The impact of any one factor on a particular forward-looking statement is not determinable with certainty as such factors are dependent upon other factors, and the
Company’s course of action would depend upon its assessment of the future considering all information then available.

Readers are cautioned that the foregoing list of factors is not exhaustive. Unpredictable or unknown factors not discussed in the Company’s MD&A could also have adverse effects on forward-looking statements. Although the Company believes that the
expectations conveyed by the forward-looking statements are reasonable based on information available to it on the date such forward-looking statements are made, no assurances can be given as to future results, levels of activity and achievements. All
subsequent forward-looking statements, whether written or oral, attributable to the Company or persons acting on its behalf are expressly qualified in their entirety by these cautionary statements. Except as required by applicable law, the Company assumes
no obligation to update forward-looking statements in this MD&A, whether as a result of new information, future events or other factors, or the foregoing factors affecting this information, should circumstances or the Company’s estimates or opinions change.

Forward Looking Statements
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Special Note Regarding non-GAAP Financial Measures

This presentation includes references to financial measures commonly used in the crude oil and natural gas industry, such as: adjusted net earnings (loss) from operations; adjusted funds flow; and net capital expenditures. These financial measures are not
defined by International Financial Reporting Standards ("IFRS") and therefore are referred to as non-GAAP measures. The non-GAAP measures used by the Company may not be comparable to similar measures presented by other companies. The
Company uses these non-GAAP measures to evaluate its performance. The non-GAAP measures should not be considered an alternative to or more meaningful than net earnings (loss), cash flows from operating activities, and cash flows used in investing
activities as determined in accordance with IFRS, as an indication of the Company's performance. The non-GAAP measure adjusted net earnings (loss) from operations is reconciled to net earnings (loss), as determined in accordance with IFRS, in the
"Financial Highlights" section of the Company's MD&A. Additionally, the non-GAAP measure adjusted funds flow is reconciled to cash flows from operating activities, as determined in accordance with IFRS, in the "Financial Highlights" section of the
Company's MD&A. The non-GAAP measure net capital expenditures is reconciled to cash flows used in investing activities, as determined in accordance with IFRS, in the “Net Capital Expenditures” section of this MD&A. The Company also presents certain
non-GAAP financial ratios and their derivation in the “Liquidity and Capital Resources” section of the Company's MD&A.

Adjusted funds flow (previously referred to as funds flow from operations) is a non-GAAP measure that represents cash flows from operating activities as presented in the Company's consolidated Statements of Cash Flows, adjusted for the net change in
non-cash working capital, abandonment expenditures and movements in other long-term assets, including the unamortized cost of the share bonus program and prepaid cost of service tolls. The Company considers adjusted funds flow a key measure as it
demonstrates the Company’s ability to generate the cash flow necessary to fund future growth through capital investment and to repay debt. The reconciliation “Adjusted Funds Flow, as Reconciled to Cash Flows from Operating Activities” is presented in the
Company’s MD&A.

Net capital expenditures is a non-GAAP measure that represents cash flows used in investing activities as presented in the Company's consolidated Statements of Cash Flows, adjusted for the net change in non-cash working capital, investment in other
long-term assets, share consideration in business acquisitions and abandonment expenditures. The Company considers net capital expenditures a key measure as it provides an understanding of the Company’s capital spending activities in comparison to
the Company's annual capital budget. The reconciliation “Net Capital Expenditures, as Reconciled to Cash Flows used in Investing Activities” is presented in the Net Capital Expenditures section of the Company’s MD&A.

Free cash flow is a non-GAAP measure that represents cash flows from operating activities as presented in the Company's consolidated Statements of Cash Flows, adjusted for the net change in non-cash working capital from operating activities,
abandonment, certain movements in other long-term assets, less net capital expenditures and dividends on common shares. The Company considers free cash flow a key measure in demonstrating the Company’s ability to generate cash flow to fund future
growth through capital investment, pay returns to shareholders, and to repay debt.

Adjusted EBITDA is a non-GAAP measure that represents net earnings (loss) as presented in the Company's consolidated Statements of Earnings (Loss), adjusted for interest, taxes, depletion, depreciation and amortization, stock based compensation
expense (recovery), unrealized risk management gains (losses), unrealized foreign exchange gains (losses), and accretion of the Company’s asset retirement obligation. The Company considers adjusted EBITDA a key measure in evaluating its operating
profitability by excluding non-cash items.

Debt to adjusted EBITDA is a non-GAAP measure that is derived as the current and long-term portions of long-term debt, divided by the 12 month trailing Adjusted EBITDA, as defined above. The Company considers this ratio to be a key measure in
evaluating the Company's ability to pay off its debt.

Debt to book capitalization is a non-GAAP measure that is derived as net current and long-term debt, divided by the book value of common shareholders' equity plus net current and long-term debt. The Company considers this ratio to be a key measure in
evaluating the Company's ability to pay off its debt.

Available liquidity is a non-GAAP measure that is derived as cash and cash equivalents, total bank and term credit facilities, less amounts drawn on the bank and credit facilities including under the commercial paper program. The Company considers
available liquidity a key measure in evaluating the sustainability of the Company’s operations and ability to fund future growth. See note 10 - Long-term Debt in the Company’s consolidated financial statements.

Special Note Regarding Currency, Financial Information and Production

This presentation should be read in conjunction with the unaudited interim consolidated financial statements for the three months ended March 31, 2020 and the MD&A and the audited consolidated financial statements of the Company for the year ended
December 31, 2019. All dollar amounts are referenced in millions of Canadian dollars, except where noted otherwise. The Company’s unaudited interim consolidated financial statements for the three months ended March 31, 2020 and the Company's MD&A
have been prepared in accordance with IFRS as issued by the International Accounting Standards Board ("IASB"). Changes in the Company's accounting policies in accordance with IFRS are discussed in the "Changes in Accounting Policies" section of the
Company's MD&A.

Production volumes and per unit statistics are presented throughout this MD&A on a "before royalties" or "company gross" basis, and realized prices are net of blending and feedstock costs and exclude the effect of risk management activities. In addition,
reference is made to crude oil and natural gas in common units called barrel of oil equivalent ("BOE"). A BOE is derived by converting six thousand cubic feet ("Mcf") of natural gas to one barrel ("bbl") of crude oil (6 Mcf:1 bbl). This conversion may be
misleading, particularly if used in isolation, since the 6 Mcf:1 bbl ratio is based on an energy equivalency conversion method primarily applicable at the burner tip and does not represent a value equivalency at the wellhead. In comparing the value ratio using
current crude oil prices relative to natural gas prices, the 6 Mcf:1 bbl conversion ratio may be misleading as an indication of value. In addition, for the purposes of the Company's MD&A, crude oil is defined to include the following commodities: light and
medium crude oil, primary heavy crude oil, Pelican Lake heavy crude oil, bitumen (thermal oil), and SCO. Production on an "after royalties" or "company net" basis is also presented for information purposes only.

Additional information relating to the Company, including its Annual Information Form for the year ended December 31, 2019, is available on SEDAR at www.sedar.com, and on EDGAR at www.sec.gov. Detailed guidance on production levels, capital
expenditures and production expenses can be found on the Company's website at www.cnrl.com. Information on the Company's website, including such guidance, does not form part of and is not incorporated by reference in the Company's MD&A.

Reporting Disclosures
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LEADING FREE CASH FLOW 5

The Canadian Natural Advantage

Unique, Robust & Sustainable

Robust, Economic, Long Life Low Decline Assets

Capital Discipline and Operational Excellence

Financial Strength

• Taking proactive and effective steps to ensure safety and health of our personnel

• Meeting and exceeding Federal and Provincial health authority recommendations

• Precautionary measures in place across our operations

‒ Oil Sands operations precautions include:

 Increased pre-screening before travelling on Company provided air transportation

 Increased cleaning and sanitization of planes and buses between services

 Increased physical distancing and use of masks required 

 Increased physical distancing in camp accommodations and reduced contact points in dining halls

• Employees working effectively and efficiently

‒ ~6,000 employees working remotely 

‒ ~4,000 field personnel working under safety protocols to maintain safe reliable operations

6

COVID-19 Response
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• Strong operations maximized value for shareholders

‒ Record quarterly production ~1,179 MBOE/d, despite Alberta curtailment limits in Q1/20

 Record ~939 Mbbl/d of liquids production      more production from higher value SCO barrels in Q1/20

 Light crude oil and SCO production      ~48% of total corporate production volumes in Q1/20

 Record Oil Sand Mining and Upgrading production      ~478,300 bbl/d of SCO in March 2020

‒ Operating costs continue to improve

 Company E&P liquids Q1/20 operating costs      $13.71/bbl (US$10.19/bbl)

 15% reduction from Q1/19 levels

 Industry leading Oil Sands Mining and Upgrading operating costs      $20.76/bbl of SCO (US$15.43/bbl)

 Target operating costs improvements of $745 million in 2020 from 2019 levels

‒ No asset impairment in Q1/20 despite the low prices at the end of the quarter

SAFE, SUSTAINABLE, EFFECTIVE & EFFICIENT OPERATIONS 7

Canadian Natural
Q1/20 Operational Highlights

North America North Sea

Offshore
Africa

• Balanced, diverse production mix

• International Brent exposure

• Vast, balanced resource base to develop

• Robust adjusted funds flow

• ~48% light crude oil and SCO production

• ~1.4 Bcf/d natural gas – 20% BOE production -
realizing improved pricing

BALANCED PRODUCT MIX PROVIDES FLEXIBILITY 8

Balanced, Diverse Portfolio

Conventional & 
Unconventional 
~23%

Long Life 
Low Decline 

~77%Heavy 
Crude Oil

~32% Light Crude 
Oil & NGLs ~12%

Natural Gas
~20% Oil Sands 

Mining & Upgrading 
(SCO) ~36%

Liquids Production Mix
Q1/20

BOE Production Mix
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• Large, Long Life Low Decline asset base lowers risk profile

‒ Represents ~750,000 bbl/d or ~77% of total liquids production

‒ Resilient through commodity cycle

‒ Minimal net asset value erosion during periods of low prices better protects creditors and 
shareholders

‒ No/Low reserve replacement risk

‒ Minimal geological, production and execution risk

• Diversified across products and basins

‒ Natural gas production of ~1.4 Bcf/d with ability to add low cost production as prices improve

• Culture of innovation drives ever increasing effective and efficient operations

A UNIQUE ENERGY COMPANY 9

Canadian Natural Advantages

• Flexible capital allocation to maximize value

• Exceptionally low maintenance/sustaining capital

• Continue to drive cost efficiencies across the company

• Substantial operating cash flow from natural gas production of ~$700MM over the 
next 12 months(1)

• Free cash flow generation 

‒ Free cash flow breakeven(2) US$30 - US$31 WTI/bbl (including current dividend)

‒ Operating breakeven(3) US$25 - US$26 WTI/bbl (including maintenance capital)

A UNIQUE ENERGY COMPANY 10

Canadian Natural Advantages (cont’d)

(1) Assumes annual AECO price of C$2.50/GJ.
(2) Free cash flow breakeven is defined as US$ WTI/bbl price required to cover operating costs, royalties, transportation and blending, G&A, interest, maintenance capital 
and dividends. Reflects WCS differential of 28%, AECO price of C$2.50/GJ and FX 1.00 US$ to 1.40 C$.
(3) Operating breakeven is defined as US$ WTI/bbl price required to cover operating costs, royalties, transportation and blending, G&A, interest and maintenance capital. 
Reflects WCS differential of 28%, AECO price of C$2.50/GJ and FX 1.00 US$ to 1.40 C$.
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Robust, Economic, Long Life 
Low Decline Assets
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MASSIVE LOW COST RESERVES ENSURES LONG TERM SUSTAINABILITY 12

1P Reserves After Royalties
2019

(MMBOE)

Integrated Peers         Peers

~84% of reserves are Long Life Low Decline

Reserve Life Index      ~27 plus years*

Oil Sands Mining Reserve Life Index      ~40 plus years*

*Reserve Life Index based upon 2019 Net Proved reserves, constant dollar over 2019 average net production. 
Peers include: APA, CVE, CHK, DVN, ECA, EOG, HSE, IMO, NBL, OXY, SU. 
Source: 2019 Net Proved reserves, constant dollar, per company reports. 
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INDUSTRY LEADING VALUE 13

Canadian Oil Sands 2019 Reserve Valuations – PDP

($ billion)

Peers include: CVE, HSE, IMO, MEG and SU
Source: All amounts represent NPV10% Btax per Stifel First Energy Domestic E&P Statistical Package April 27, 2020.
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INDUSTRY LEADING VALUE 14

Canadian Oil Sands 2019 Reserve Valuations – PDP + 1P

($ billion)

Peers

Peers include: CVE, HSE, IMO, MEG and SU.
Source: All amounts represent NPV10% Btax per Stifel First Energy Domestic E&P Statistical Package April 27, 2020.
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Conventional & 
Unconventional
~19% Decline

Oil Sands Mining 
& Upgrading
~0% Decline

Pelican & 
Thermal

~13% Decline

BOE Production Mix

Long Life 
Low Decline 
Production ~62%

Conventional & 
Unconventional
Production ~38%

~10% Corporate 
Decline Rate

LOW DECLINE SUPPORTS SUSTAINIBILITY OF BUSINESS DURING LOW PRICES 15

Canadian Natural’s Advantage
Low Corporate Decline Rate 

Note: Conventional & Unconventional assets include North America crude oil and NGLs, International crude oil and natural gas. 

Peer Average 

~75% lower than the 
peer average in 2019

(US$/BOE)

TOP TIER CAPITAL EFFICIENCY DRIVES SUSTAINABILITY 16

Maintenance Capital
2019

• Significantly lower maintenance capital 
requirements 

‒Strategic advantage of a Long Life Low 
Decline asset base

‒Production of over 1,150,000 BOE/d 
maintained with investment of less than 
~US$6/BOE in 2019

• Capital allocation drives 2020 
maintenance capital to ~US$4.50/BOE

• Delivers safe, predictable and sustainable 
free cash flow

Peers include: APA, DVN, EOG, HSE, IMO, NBL, MRO, SU. Note: US Peers are 2019 estimates and include only D&C capital. Integrated Peers and Canadian Natural includes all 
maintenance capital costs, CNQ 2019 maintenance capital is a long-term average, while 2020F reflects a short-term outlook given the current commodity price environment. 
Source: Barclays Research (No Treble, All “Base” Declines) and Company Reports.

Peers Integrated Peers

CNQ 
2019

CNQ 
2020F
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TOP TIER GLOBAL BREAKEVENS 17

Free Cash Flow Breakeven & Dividends
Global Peers

(US$ WTI/bbl)

Peers include: BP, CVX, EQNR, REP, RDS, TOT and XOM. 
Source: RBC Euro and US Integrated report May 4, 2020 and internal Company reports. 
Canadian Natural breakeven is after maintenance capital and reflects WCS differential of 28%, AECO price of C$2.50/GJ and FX 1.00 US$ to 1.40 C$.

FCF Breakeven        Dividend     
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 Scotia
Horizon/AOSP

Project 1 Project 2 Project 3 Project 4

BEST IN CLASS ASSETS PROVIDES SIGNIFICANT ADVANTAGE 18

Oil Sands Project Breakevens

(US$ WTI/bbl)

Source: Scotiabank “Oil Sands Netbacks and When to Shut In” report April 24, 2020.  Projects include Christina Lake, Cold Lake CSS, Fort Hills and Syncrude. 
Reflects US$ WTI/bbl to cover operating costs, royalties and transportation costs. 

Peer Average
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Capital Discipline &
Operational Excellence

CAPITAL DISCIPLINE 20

Canadian Natural
2020 Capital Flexibility

Capital Budget ($ million)
2019 

Actuals*

2020
Original
Budget

2020 
Original

Revision

2020
Current

Forecast

Total $3,823 $4,050 $2,960 $2,680

*2019 excludes net acquisitions.

• Reduced capital ~$1.4 billion from original 2020 budget

• ~31% of capital spent in Q1/20

‒ ~$200 million reduction from budget captured in Q1/20

• Originally reduced capital by $1.09 billion on March 18, 2020

• Further capital reduction with Q1/20 results of $280 million
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HISTORY OF EXECUTION ON ECONOMIC MARGIN ENHANCEMENTS 21

Canadian Natural
2020 Operating Cost Savings

($ million)
2019

Actual
2020F 

Revised
2020 Targeted
Cost Savings

North America Natural Gas $610 $575 $35

North America E&P Liquids* $1,170 $870 $300

Thermal in situ* $865 $795 $70

International Light Crude Oil $500 $410 $90

Oil Sands Mining and Upgrading $3,275 $3,025 $250

Total Targeted Operating Cost Savings $745

*2019 includes proforma full-year of Jackfish using an average of 100,000 bbl/d of production and pre-acquisition operating costs of $12.00/bbl and Manatokan heavy crude oil 
using an average of 20,000 bbl/d of production and pre-acquisition operating costs of $16.00/bbl.

• In addition, general & administrative expenses reduced by ~$100 million from original 
2020 budget

‒ Management salaries and Director fees reduced between 10% - 20%

~$0.1

~$0.7

$0.0

$0.5

$1.0

$1.5

$2.0

$2.5

Capital Operating
Cost

G&A Total
in 2020

~$2.2 BILLION FREE CASH FLOW ENHANCEMENTS 22

2020 Free Cash Flow Enhancements

(C$ billion)

~$1.4

~$2.2
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Financial Strength

FLEXIBLE CAPITAL ALLOCATION MAXIMIZES SHAREHOLDER VALUE 24

Balance & Optimize the Four Pillars of Capital Allocation

Returns to 
Shareholders

Opportunistic 
Acquisitions

Balance 
Sheet 

Strength

Resource
Value

Growth

Maximizing 
Shareholder Value
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• Current dividend maintained     $0.425 per common share

‒ Free cash flow breakeven(1) US$30 - US$31 WTI/bbl (including current dividend)

‒ Operating breakeven(2) US$25 - US$26 WTI/bbl (including maintenance capital) 

• Substantial operating cash flow from natural gas production of ~$700MM over the next 
12 months(3)

• Adjusted funds flow in excess of capital and dividend requirements in Q1/20 

‒ ~$55 million of free cash flow in the quarter

SAFE, SUSTAINABLE, EFFECTIVE & EFFICIENT OPERATIONS 25

Canadian Natural
Q1/20 Financial Highlights 

(1) Free cash flow breakeven is defined as US$ WTI/bbl price required to cover operating costs, royalties, transportation and blending, G&A, interest, maintenance capital 
and dividends. Reflects WCS differential of 28%, AECO price of C$2.50/GJ and FX 1.00 US$ to 1.40 C$.

(2) Operating breakeven is defined as US$ WTI/bbl price required to cover operating costs, royalties, transportation and blending, G&A, interest and maintenance capital. 
Reflects WCS differential of 28%, AECO price of C$2.50/GJ and FX 1.00 US$ to 1.40 C$.

(3) Assumes annual AECO price of C$2.50/GJ.

• Disciplined capital budget

‒ Original 2020 annual capital program now reduced by ~$1.4 billion to ~$2.7 billion

‒ Capital spending in Q1/20     $838 million (below original budget of $1,030 million)  

‒ ~31% of 2020 capital spent in Q1/20

• Balance sheet is strong

‒ Significant liquidity of ~$5.0 billion as at March 31, 2020      ~$1.1 billion in cash and equivalents

‒ Investment grade credit ratings reconfirmed in Q1/20

• Returns to Shareholders

‒ Current quarterly dividend maintained      $0.425 per common share

 Increased quarterly dividend by 13% in March 2020

 20 consecutive years of dividend increases

‒ Share repurchases ceased March 11, 2020, NCIB not to be renewed at present

SAFE, SUSTAINABLE, EFFECTIVE & EFFICIENT OPERATIONS 26

Canadian Natural
Q1/20 Financial Highlights (cont’d)
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• Balance Sheet strength as of March 31, 2020
• Debt to book capitalization      ~39.4%      

• Debt to adjusted EBITDA      ~2.6x 

• Robust financial position as of March 31, 2020
‒ Available liquidity      ~$5.0 billion

• Moody’s affirmed March 20, 2020      Baa2 and stable outlook 

• Standard and Poor’s rating action March 26, 2020      BBB and stable outlook 

Long-Term Ratings Outlook Short-Term Ratings

DBRS* BBB High - n/a

Standard & Poor’s BBB Stable A-2

Moody’s Baa2 Stable P-2

DELIVERING ON OUR FINANCIAL PLAN 27

Canadian Natural 
Robust Financial Position

*DBRS put Company’s rating under review on March 26, 2020.

~$5.0 BILLION OF AVAILABLE LIQUIDITY AT MARCH 31, 2020 28

Canadian Natural
Balanced Credit Facility Profile

Revolving Credit Facilities (C$ million)

June 2022(1) $2,425

June 2023(1) $2,425

Operating demand loan $100

North Sea operating line (£5 million) $9

Total $4,959

Fully Drawn Term Credit Facilities(1) (C$ million)

February 2022(2) $1,000

June 2022 $3,250

February 2023 $2,650

Total $6,900

• Lenders

‒19 banks diversified by location

‒15+ year relationships with 10 banks

(1) Financial covenant on Credit Facilities is based on consolidated debt to book capital ratio to not exceed 0.65:1.00.
(2) Credit facility extended in 2020 to February 2022 and increased to $1 billion.
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DEBT LEVELS SUPPORTED BY STRONG RESERVES 29

2019 Long Term Debt Per Net Proved BOE Reserves

Peers include: APA, CHK, CVE, DVN, ECA, EOG, HSE, IMO, NBL, OXY, SU. 
Note: Sourced from company reports.
See Advisory for cautionary statements, definitions, and pricing assumptions.
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• Monetization of post-2020 cross currency swaps ~$360 million valuation

‒ In Q1/20 unwound US$500 million 2021 cross currency swaps realizing $166 million in proceeds

• Monetization of investments ~$300 million* 

• Debt capital markets 

‒ Given strong credit ratings the investment grade market remains open

• Strong support from main lenders

‒ Credit facility extended in 2020 to February 2022 and increased to $1 billion

‒ Discussions with a number of banks in the Company's syndicate have shown strong support to 
provide additional liquidity if requested

30

Levers, Beyond Capital Flexibility

* As at May 5, 2020. 
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HISTORY OF GROWING RETURNS TO SHAREHOLDERS 31

Canadian Natural
Returns to Shareholders – Dividends

Horizon  Phase 1 build years

Note: Based upon annualized dividends declared. 

20 years of dividend increases
~20% CAGR since inception 

($ million)

Horizon  
Phase 3

complete

Summary
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TARGET: NO SAFETY INCIDENTS, NO HARM TO PEOPLE 33

Social Performance
Industry Leading Safety Performance

(Per 200,000 Hours)

~62%
TRIF REDUCTION VS 2014

~20%
TRIF REDUCTION VS 2018

~30%
TRIF REDUCTION FOR 

CONTRACTORS VS 2018

Total Recordable Injury Frequency

• Stated environmental performance targets going forward:

‒ Reduce oil sands GHG emissions intensity by 25% by 2025

 From 2016 baseline

‒ Reduce E&P methane emissions by 20% by 2025

 From 2016 baseline

‒ Reduce in situ fresh water intensity by 50% by 2022

 From 2012 baseline

‒ Reduce mining fresh river water intensity by 30% by 2022

 From 2012 baseline

DELIVERING GAME CHANGING PERFORMANCE 34

Canadian Natural Committed to Environmental Performance

Already Delivered 
Game Changing 

Performance

Still Committed 
to Enhancing 

Performance in Current 
Price Environment
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• Canadian Natural robust and built for the long term

• Making all efforts to ensure safety of our people and maintaining reliability of our assets

‒ Re-deploying people where needed and increasing social distancing

• View current environment to be temporary

• Maintaining production by maximizing high return assets and curtailment allowable 

‒ Producing high value SCO barrels 

‒ Maintaining robust netback production at Pelican Lake

‒ Curtailing high SOR thermal production where prudent

• Focusing on free cash flow generation/enhancements

• Bolstering liquidity and maintaining investment grade credit ratings

• Dividends are manageable in new forecast pricing levels

BUILT FOR THE LONG-TERM 35

Managing Through the Current Environment

• Large, Long Life Low Decline asset base lowers risk profile

‒ Represents ~750,000 bbl/d or ~77% of total liquids production

‒ Resilient through commodity cycle

‒ Minimal net asset value erosion during periods of low prices better protects creditors and 
shareholders

‒ No/Low reserve replacement risk

‒ Minimal geological, production and execution risk

• Diversified across products and basins

‒ Natural gas production of ~1.4 Bcf/d with ability to add low cost production as prices improve

• Culture of innovation drives ever increasing effective and efficient operations

A UNIQUE ENERGY COMPANY 36

Canadian Natural Advantages
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• Flexible capital allocation to maximize value

• Exceptionally low maintenance/sustaining capital

• Continue to drive cost efficiencies across the company

• Substantial operating cash flow from natural gas production of ~$700MM over the 
next 12 months(1)

• Free cash flow generation 

‒ Free cash flow breakeven(2) US$30 - US$31 WTI/bbl (including current dividend)

‒ Operating breakeven(3) US$25 - US$26 WTI/bbl (including maintenance capital)

A UNIQUE ENERGY COMPANY 37

Canadian Natural Advantages (cont’d)

(1) Assumes annual AECO price of C$2.50/GJ.
(2) Free cash flow breakeven is defined as US$ WTI/bbl price required to cover operating costs, royalties, transportation and blending, G&A, interest, maintenance capital 
and dividends. Reflects WCS differential of 28%, AECO price of C$2.50/GJ and FX 1.00 US$ to 1.40 C$ .
(3) Operating breakeven is defined as US$ WTI/bbl price required to cover operating costs, royalties, transportation and blending, G&A, interest and maintenance capital. 
Reflects WCS differential of 28%, AECO price of C$2.50/GJ and FX 1.00 US$ to 1.40 C$.

Q&A
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PROVEN      EFFECTIVE STRATEGY


